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The inhabitants may have been related to the Iberians who occupied Spain and Portugal. Many megaliths of
this period exist in Cornwall and prehistoric remains in general are more numerous in Cornwall than in any
other English county except Wiltshire. The remains are of various kinds and include menhirs , barrows and hut
circles. Cornwall and neighbouring Devon had large reserves of tin , which was mined extensively during the
Bronze Age by people associated with the Beaker culture. Tin is necessary to make bronze from copper, and
by about BCE the West Country was experiencing a trade boom driven by the export of tin across Europe.
There is evidence of a relatively large-scale disruption of cultural practices around the 12th century BCE that
some scholars think may indicate an invasion or migration into southern Britain. The building of hill forts also
peaked during the British Iron Age. The Celtic language spoken at the time, Common Brittonic , eventually
developed into several distinct tongues, including Cornish. They prepare the tin, working very carefully the
earth in which it is produced A map of inscription stones, with and without Ogham inscriptions. Claims have
been made that the Phoenicians traded directly with Cornwall for tin. There is no archaeological evidence for
this and modern historians have debunked earlier antiquarian constructions of "the Phoenician legacy of
Cornwall", [5] [6] [7] [8] including belief that the Phoenicians even settled Cornwall. Toponymy[ edit ] By the
time that Classical written sources appear, Cornwall was inhabited by tribes speaking Celtic languages. The
ancient Greeks and Romans used the name Belerion or Bolerium for the south-west tip of the island of Britain,
but the late-Roman source for the Ravenna Cosmography compiled about CE introduces a place-name Puro
coronavis, the first part of which seems to be a misspelling of Duro meaning Fort. This appears to indicate that
the tribe of the Cornovii , known from earlier Roman sources as inhabitants of an area centred on modern
Shropshire, had by about the 5th century established a power-base in the south-west perhaps at Tintagel. John
Morris suggested that a contingent of the Cornovii was sent to South West Britain at the end of the Roman era,
to rule the land there and keep out the invading Irish, but this theory was dismissed by Professor Philip Payton
in his book Cornwall: Roman Britain During the time of Roman dominance in Britain , Cornwall was rather
remote from the main centres of Romanisation. The Roman road system extended into Cornwall, but the only
known significant Roman sites are three forts: Experts say the discovery challenges the belief that Romans did
not settle in the county and stopped in neighbouring Devon. Fleuriot suggests that an overland route
connecting Padstow with Fowey and Lostwithiel served, in Roman times, as a convenient conduit for trade
between Gaul especially Armorica and the western parts of the British Isles. The kingdom of Dumnonia
around the year West Wales and Wessex In the wake of the Roman withdrawal from Great Britain in about ,
Saxons and other Germanic peoples were able to conquer and settle most of the east of the island over the next
two centuries. In the west, Devon and Cornwall held out as the British kingdom of Dumnonia. Dumnonia had
close cultural contacts with Christian Ireland, Wales, Romano-Celtic Brittany and Byzantium via the West
Atlantic trade network, and there is exceptional archaeological evidence for Late Antique trading contacts at
the stronghold of Tintagel in Cornwall. In the view of the historian Thomas Charles-Edwards , this probably
indicates that Dumnonia had fallen by , and that the British victory of that year against Wessex secured the
survival of the new kingdom of Cornwall for another one hundred and fifty years. There were intermittent
battles between Wessex and Cornwall for the rest of the eighth century, and Cuthred , king of Wessex, fought
against the Cornish in and The kingdom of Cornwall, on the other hand, remained as an independent British
territory in the face of pressure from Wessex, cut off from fellow Brittonic-speakers in Wales and Brittany by
the sea and the West Saxons. Most people still spoke Cornish, and place-names are still mainly Brittonic. As
for those Cornwallians, although they stoutly bent all their force together in defence of their Countrey, yet
soone became they subject to the Saxons, as who neither matched then in number, neither was their Countrey
sufficiently fenced by nature to defend them. According to tradition the area was evangelised in the 5th and
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6th centuries by the children of Brychan Brycheiniog and saints from Ireland. Cornish saints such as Piran ,
Meriasek , or Geraint exercised a religious and arguably political influence; they were often closely connected
to the local civil rulers[ citation needed ] and in some cases were kings themselves. There was an important
monastery at Bodmin and sporadically, Cornish bishops are named in various records. Eventually they passed
these over to Wessex kings. These were provided to him through the Church whose Canterbury appointed
priesthood was increasingly English dominated. Kenstec acknowledged the authority of Ceolnoth , bringing
Cornwall under the jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Canterbury. In the s or s King Athelstan established a
bishopric at St Germans to cover the whole of Cornwall, which seems to have been initially subordinated to
the see of Sherborne but emerged as a full bishopric in its own right by the end of the 10th century. The first
few bishops here were native Cornish, but those appointed from onwards were all English. From around the
see was held jointly with that of Crediton , and in they were merged to become the diocese of Exeter. Sweyn
annexed Wessex to his Viking empire which included Denmark and Norway. He did not, however, annex
Cornwall, Wales and Scotland, allowing these "client nations" self-rule in return for an annual payment of
tribute or "danegeld". However, Cornwall showed a very different type of settlement pattern from that of
Saxon Wessex and places continued, even after , to be named in the Celtic Cornish tradition. Post Norman
conquest â€” [ edit ] Further information: Norman conquest of England Tintagel Castle: Kadog was a survivor
of the Cornish royal line[ citation needed ] and was appointed as the first Earl of Cornwall by William the
Conqueror following the Norman conquest of England. Some land was held by King William and by existing
monasteries - the remainder by the Bishop of Exeter , and a single manor each by Judhael of Totnes and
Gotshelm [41] brother of Walter de Claville. Robert eventually displaced the Cornish Earl though nothing is
known of Cadoc apart from what William Worcester says four centuries later. Four Norman castles were built
in east Cornwall at different periods, at Launceston , Trematon , Restormel and Tintagel. A new town grew up
around the castle and this became the capital of the county. On several occasions over the following centuries
noblemen were created Earl of Cornwall , but each time their line soon died out and the title lapsed until
revived for a new appointee. In , Edward, the Black Prince was named Duke of Cornwall , a title that has been
awarded to the eldest son of the Sovereign since It has been claimed[ by whom? He also added many notes to
his translation c. Tudor and Stuart period[ edit ] Further information: For example, under the Tudors, the
practice of distinguishing between some laws, such as those related to the tin industry, that applied simply in
Anglia or in Anglia et Cornubia in England and Cornwall ceased. This levy was resented for the economic
hardship it would cause; it also intruded on a special Cornish tax exemption. The rebels marched on London,
gaining supporters as they went, but were defeated at the Battle of Deptford Bridge. The Cornish also rose up
in the Prayer Book Rebellion of Much of south-western Britain rebelled against the Act of Uniformity , which
introduced the obligatory use of the Protestant Book of Common Prayer. Cornwall was mostly Catholic in
sympathy at this time; the Act was doubly resented in Cornwall because the Prayer Book was in English only
and most Cornish people at this time spoke the Cornish language rather than English. They therefore wished
church services to continue to be conducted in Latin; although they did not understand this language either, it
had the benefit of long-established tradition and lacked the political and cultural connotations of the use of
English. Twenty percent of the Cornish population are believed to have been killed during The strong local
Cornish identity also meant the Cornish would resist any meddling in their affairs by any outsiders. The
English Parliament wanted to reduce royal power. Parliamentary forces invaded Cornwall three times and
burned the Duchy archives. In Cornish Royalist leader Sir Richard Grenville, 1st Baronet made Launceston
his base and he stationed Cornish troops along the River Tamar and issued them with instructions to keep "all
foreign troops out of Cornwall". Grenville tried to use "Cornish particularist sentiment" to muster support for
the Royalist cause and put a plan to the Prince which would, if implemented, have created a semi-independent
Cornwall. The same effect was reported at St Ives and Hayle. The 18th-century French writer, Arnold
Boscowitz , claimed that "great loss of life and property occurred upon the coasts of Cornwall". There is no
current tin mining undertaken in Cornwall. Politics, religion and administration[ edit ] Cornwall and Devon
were the site of a Jacobite rebellion in led by James Paynter of St. This coincided with the larger and
better-known "Fifteen Rebellion" which took place in Scotland and the north of England. However, the
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Cornish uprising was quickly quashed by the authorities. James Paynter was tried for High Treason but
claiming his right as a Cornish tinner was tried in front of a jury of other Cornish tinners and was cleared.
Industrialised communities have long appeared to weaken the pre-eminence of the Church of England , and as
the Cornish people were readily involved in mining, a rift developed between the Cornish people and their
Anglican clergy in the early 18th century. Methodist separation from the Church of England was made formal
in In there were ten hundreds of Cornwall: The shire suffix has been attached to several of these, notably: The
old names of Kerrier and Penwith have been re-used for modern local government districts. The ecclesiastical
division within Cornwall into rural deaneries used versions of the same names though the areas did not
correspond exactly: A political party, Mebyon Kernow , was formed in to attempt to serve the interests of
Cornwall and to support greater self-government for the county. The party has had elected a number of
members to county, district, town and parish councils but has had no national success, although the more
widespread use of the Flag of St Piran has been accredited to this party. In for the first time in the UK the
inhabitants of Cornwall could record their ethnicity as Cornish on the national census, and in the schools
census in Cornwall carried a Cornish option as a subdivision of white British. On 24 April it was announced
that Cornish people will be granted minority status under the European Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities.
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There are a host of special events too such as a new outdoors holiday club at the Eden Project as well as its
new Expedition Space programme, a new interactive treasure hunt for families in Cornish towns and lots
more. There is somewhere on this list for all tastes across the length and breadth of Cornwall. John Burrow
Striding the causeway, or crossing by boat. Treading medieval pathways or exploring sub-tropical gardens.
Climbing to the castle or uncovering stories of harbour, legend and family home. From the picturesque village
and harbour, through the beautiful gardens to the historic castle where you can find out about the giant whose
skeleton was found in the church, children of all ages will be fascinated by the mount, which is a National
Trust property. This summer you can meet Mort the alien at Expedition Space, which is full of intergalactic
activities. Eden is also launching Wild Families, an array of fun and creative sessions based in its enchanting
wild estate beyond the famous biomes. Check out the website for more details. We have experienced it and
had our tiny minds blown â€” all we can say is put on the headset and prepare to be amazed. The park, near
Launceston , has over an acre of outside play areas, 45,sq ft of indoor play, animals, eight lanes of ten pin
bowling, dodgems, a restaurant and lots more. Race your friends around the course, watch them wipe out, try
and beat the obstacles and hurl yourself into the water â€” more Total Wipeout-style fun than you could dream
of. Children will love it, parents may need a lie down afterwards. Kirstin Prisk Photography Ltd There is
always loads for kids to do at the Falmouth museum , especially during holiday periods. Children will love the
play zone while older family members will be fascinated by the new Titanic exhibition. The Launceston park
has pets, skittles and play areas indoors and trampolines, giant slides, adventure climbing and a lot more
outside. There are special Tate Create events for children throughout the summer. Look out beach art events
on neighbouring Porthmeor. There are regular falconry and owl experiences to enjoy. The kids will love the
stuff about hangings and murders, as kids always do. The charming models dotted around the jail may speak
of another age but plans are afoot to make this a very modern, interactive museum. There are lots more
animals â€” from otters to red pandas â€” plus the JungleBarn play area, a perfect venue for parties. The
special Tudor events are always worth attending. Look out for special events during the holidays.
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Early history[ edit ] The Domesday Book survey at the end of the 11th century records manors at Penventinue
and Trenant, and a priory was soon established nearby at Tywardreath. This medieval town ran from a north
gate near Boddinick Passage to a south gate at what is now Lostwithiel Street; the town extended a little way
up the hillside and was bounded on the other side by the river where merchants had their houses backing onto
the waterfront. The natural harbour allowed trade to develop with Europe and local ship owners often hired
their vessels to the king to support various wars, although the town also developed a reputation for piracy , as
did many others at this time. In the 14th century the harbour was defended by archers ; after these were
withdrawn, two blockhouses were built on either side of the harbour entrance. Despite these defences the town
was attacked by French forces in Place House , by the church, was successfully defended against the French
but subsequently strengthened. This building still exists, but much remodelled. The defences proved their
worth when a Dutch attack was beaten off in On 31 August, the Parliamentarian cavalry forced their way
through the Royalist lines and retreated towards Saltash , leaving the foot soldiers to be evacuated by sea from
Fowey. Essex and some officers did indeed escape, but the majority of the force surrendered a few days later
near Golant and were then marched to Poole , but most died before reaching there. Fishing became more
important, but local merchants were often appointed as privateers and did some smuggling on the side. Tin,
copper and iron mines, along with quarries and china clay pits became important industries in the area, which
led to improvements at rival harbours. West Polmear beach was dug out to become Charlestown harbour circa
, as was Pentewan in Meanwhile, a beacon tower was erected on the Gribben Head by Trinity House to
improve navigation into Fowey and around Par bay. Both of these railways initially carried just goods, but on
20 June , a passenger station was opened on the CMR on land reclaimed from Caffa Mill Pill. The Lostwithiel
line closed at the end of but was reopened by the CMR as a standard gauge line in , and the short gap between
the two lines at Carne Point was eliminated. Passenger trains from Par were withdrawn after and from
Lostwithiel in The Par line was subsequently converted to a dedicated roadway for lorries bringing china clay
from Par after which all trains had to run via Lostwithiel. This was replaced in , by a new facility in Passage
Street. Maurice and Joyce Hardy, a Trent Class all weather boat that is kept afloat opposite the lifeboat station,
and Olive Two, an IB1 inshore lifeboat kept inside the station and launched by davit. The seal of the borough
of Fowey was On a shield a ship of three masts on the sea her topsail furled with the legend "Sigillum oppidi
de Fowy Anno Dom. This was itself in replaced with the Restormel Borough, which was replaced by
Cornwall Council in Local government responsibilities are shared by the town council and Cornwall Council.
Besides the town of Fowey itself, the parish includes the coastal area between the mouth of the River Fowey
and St Austell Bay , including Gribben Head and the small settlements of Menabilly , Polkerris , Polmear and
Readymoney. It is at the entrance to a large flooded valley created after the last ice age by the melt waters that
caused the sea level to rise dramatically, creating a large natural harbour which is navigable for its last seven
miles. At the time of the census, Fowey had a population of 2, This had increased slightly at the census to 2,
[17] The Fowey electoral ward had a population of 4, in This cross is marked on very early charts and was
maintained by monks from Tywardreath. The cross is known locally as "Punches Cross", supposedly derived
from the name of Pontius Pilate. This name is believed to be that of a Methodist preacher at the time when
Nonconformism was persecuted. It was built in the early 14th century and rededicated in , replacing a previous
Norman church. The church was damaged by the French in , and repaired in by the Earl of Warwick , when
the clerestory and the north and south aisles were rebuilt. There is a nave and two aisles with a clerestory, and
the aisles are unusually wide; the aisles and the clerestory may be additions of the 15th century. The tower, of
the 16th century, is of four stages and has buttresses and bands of ornament. There is an exceptionally fine
15th-century carved wagon roof. The south porch has open arches to the west and east and an eight-ribbed
vaulted roof. The hexagonal pulpit was made in The monuments include two brasses of the mid 15th century
and those of John Rashleigh, , and Alice Rashleigh, The most interesting are two later Rashleigh monuments:
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Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch is buried in the churchyard. Today Fowey is busy with trawlers and yachts. First
Kernow operate regular bus services, numbered 25, and , between Fowey, Par station and St Austell. The
combined frequency varies from one bus per hour on Sundays to four buses per hour on weekdays. From St
Austell bus station connecting buses operate to other places in Cornwall. Town Bus is a frequent and regular
service running from outside the church in the town centre to the main car park on Hanson Drive. A ship to
shore water taxi service operates from Easter until the end of October and a foot ferry to the fishing village of
Mevagissey runs from 1 May to 1 October, weather permitting. Fowey Grammar School, for which its
architect Silvanus Trevail received a silver medal, was demolished in Various visual artists have had close
connection with Fowey and lived there, including painters Fred Yates [26] Andrew Litten [27] and Amanda
Hoskin who primarily paints the local coastline. Fowey holds an annual Christmas craft market. Many sea
creatures can be seen all around the Cornish shoreline, including mullet , bass , mackerel , lobsters and
cuttlefish. The club launches from Caffa Mill slip. Hugh Peters or Peter , a 17th-century preacher, was born at
Fowey. Mary Bryant born was born in Fowey before being transported as a convict to the colony of New
South Wales , where she became one of the first escapees. Mabel Lucie Attwell â€” was a British illustrator.
She was known for her cute, nostalgic drawings of children, based on her daughter, Peggy. Her drawings are
featured on many postcards, advertisements, posters, books and figurines. She settled in Fowey, dying here in
Leo Walmsley â€” was an English writer. He died in Fowey, Cornwall, on 8 June and his house 21 Passage
Street was named Bramblewick after his popular book series. Antony Hewish born , co-recipient of the Nobel
Prize for Physics , was born here. His family maintains a lifelong association with the village.
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Camborne high street - the newcomers The stadium would also be able to stage major music concerts and
other big events and be available for community use. Willow Green Willow Green on the outskirts of Truro
could be home a new town with 8, people The acre site at Willow Green, next to the A at Threemilestone, has
been sold with outline planning permission for a development which would include hundreds of homes, a
nursing home, supermarket, primary school and a community hall. Planning permission had been granted to
developer LXB and had been one of a number of applications with supermarkets in the area. In March it was
revealed that Asda had pulled out and the site was put up for sale. The development could see a new town with
a population similar to that of Liskeard , Launceston or St Ives built on the outskirts of Truro. Read More 23
buildings falling into ruin that Cornwall has forgotten about Cornwall Council previously indicated that it
wants to step in and build homes on a site at Langarth near Threemilestone and has since revealed more details
of how it wants to kick-start developments which could see 2, homes built with a population of 8, This means
it would be almost three times the size of neighbouring Threemilestone, which has an estimated population of
about 2,, and nearly half as big as Truro, with about 20, The entrance will be moved to the more attractive
arched Boscawen Street side of the premises. It closed on June 2 for the work to get under way. Planning
application on Cornwall Council website Work on the new retail park on the site of Truro City Football Club
at Treyew Road is due to start this year, although it has been delayed , and the confusion means the team will
be playing its home matches at Torquay while The Stadium for Cornwall project slowly moves forward. The
team will now play its home games at Plainmoor, home of Torquay United, 80 miles away. Mr Masters has
said: A proper dual carriageway between Carland Cross and Chiverton Cross The dualling of the A30 between
Carland Cross and Chiverton Cross is the next phase of work planned for the coming years Since the dawn of
motoring, the A30 has been a nightmare for locals and tourists alike. The dualling of the road through Goss
Moor proved a godsend and the roll-out of works is continuing. Drivers have had to suffer tailbacks near
Bodmin Moor as work to dual the road between Temple and Higher Carblake went on for more than two
years. That bad boy is now thankfully over and that stretch of the A30 was completed in time for the summer
school holidays last year. Read More The next stretch to be upgraded â€” 8. It is hoped to be completed by
The operator signed up, Virgin Orbit , is using Boeing planes to launch satellites into space. Virgin Orbit
planes will take off from Cornwall Airport Newquay and then fly out over the Atlantic where they will launch
the rockets and satellites into space before then returning to the ground in Cornwall. Spaceport Cornwall is
also looking to attract other operators to Newquay so it might not only be Virgin Orbit which uses the facility.
Goonhilly Earth Station on the Lizard Peninsula Spaceport bosses believe the new venture could create
hundreds of new high tech jobs in and around Newquay, especially as supply chains relocate to Cornwall to be
closer to their clients. One of the key parts to this is the partnership working between Goonhilly and the
Spaceport in bringing together what they can offer to the space industry. It has been highlighted that having
Goonhilly in Cornwall has been a major advantage in attracting the likes of Virgin Orbit here. New hotels
Henver Road and Narrowcliff Roads in the north coast resort became a major focus for developers before the
recession hit. Many dilapidated hotels were earmarked to be replaced by modern apartments. The economic
crash stopped everything but now the various construction projects could be back on track. There are
potentially 10 projects including a Premier Inn. The scheme never came to fruition. Read More In October ,
Cornovia Homes was given permission to build 10 two-bedroom apartments with parking on the site. The
former building has been demolished but construction on the new scheme is yet to begin. Despite substantial
reinvestment by the new owners, it closed in January The building has since stood vacant and is now in an
increasingly poor state of repair. In July , owner Enterprise Inns plc was given permission to build a
four-storey building comprising 28 flats, with parking. Whitegate Market - Henver Road Whitegate Market in
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Henver Road, Newquay The site comprises two buildings; the one to the north of the site was once a petrol
station and is now occupied by a pet shop, bakery, hairdresser and post office, among others. On the south side
a large workshop building is used to house number of stalls, seven of which are currently occupied. David and
Caroline Hawkey, who own the complex, have sought pre-application advice for the site. Read More A
council development officer informed Mr and Mrs Hawkey that they would have to justify the loss of business
space. She added it would be unlikely that the proposals would receive support in their current form. A full
planning application is yet to be submitted. The hotels closed over ten years ago and were subsequently torn
down. The site has stood empty ever since. In December , Coastline Housing was granted permission to build
16 apartments and five houses on the site. The former buildings have been demolished but construction on the
new scheme began in late April. The old building stood derelict for eight years before being demolished in A
new home retirement complex, which will be called Perran Lodge, is being built by Churchill Retirement
Living. Read More The two-bedroom apartments will include features such as a video-entry system, lift to all
floors and a hour care and support system. Construction began in June , and the building is nearly complete.
Opened in May Edgcumbe Hotel - Narrowcliff What the development on the site of the Edgcumbe Hotel in
Narrowcliff in Newquay could look like The Edgcumbe Hotel closed its doors in and has remained derelict
since. In August , new owners Noble Design and Build Ltd submitted plans to demolish the old hotel and
build 66 apartments and parking on the site. A decision on the application is due to be made sometime this
year. Part of the plot was replaced with flats and the Tesco store. But the plot behind Tesco has remained
vacant for a decade. In May , the London-based Verto Group was given permission to build a mix of 46
apartments, townhouses and semi-detached dwellings. Construction began last year after planning permission
was granted. Building work is nearly complete and the scheme is due to open in late The Narrowcliff Hotel
closed in and has been derelict ever since. In November , Narrowcliff Hotel Ltd applied for planning
permission to demolish the old hotel and build 13 apartments on the site. In February , Cornwall Council
refused the application due to the loss of a section of a locally-distinctive Edwardian-style interwar terrace, the
reduction of natural light for the neighbouring dwelling, and there being no suitable Section agreement in
place, which deals with conditions of planning permission and contributions to local amenities and
infrastructure. Read More Cornwall holiday park boss says paying staff decent wages makes perfect business
sense However in a boost for the developer the revised plans were recommended for approval by case officer
Patrick James, who is satisfied that the initial concerns have been addressed. But Cornwall Council planners
have since given the plans the boot saying it would have been out of character. Cornwall Council gave the
go-ahead for 40 apartments to be built on the site, but the scheme fell through. There have also been concerns
in the past over a large, deep hole in the centre of the plot. The plot remains empty and there is talk the site
owners have plans in the pipeline. But no formal plans have been submitted. Premier Inn The former St
Brannocks and Tolcarne hotels were demolished in September to make way for a huge new five-storey
development for 75 apartments. The plot will become a Premier Inn The former St Brannocks and Tolcarne
hotels were demolished in September to make way for a huge new five-storey development for 75 apartments
which never materialised, despite some of the prospective new flats having been sold. In February , Premier
Inn was given permission to build a four-storey, bed hotel on the site, three months after an application was
submitted. The scheme will also include 41 guest parking spaces and a restaurant on the ground floor. The
proposed Premier Inn in Newquay The proposed Premier Inn in Newquay The site is no longer used as a car
park, and construction work is due to begin this year. Trevithick Manor Farm retail park The Trevithick Manor
Farm development on the outskirts of Newquay could see a new retail park built Work on the major retail park
at Trevithick Manor Farm opposite Morrisons in Newquay is due to get under way late in Cheshire-based
developer Consolidated Property Group CPG was given the go ahead in to build eight retail units, a food store,
two drive-through fast-food restaurants, a pub and a bed hotel. The plans have been modified to include five
retail units, two drive-through fast-food restaurants, a pub and a bed hotel. The scheme will create jobs for the
area, with a further during construction. Work on the site is set to get under way later this year, with the first
phase of the development scheduled to open sometime in The new shopping centre is scheduled to open in A
spokesman for Eden said: The hotel will demonstrate best practice for accessibility and inclusivity. Eden said
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the hotel could open in the spring of The group has launched a three-pronged campaign to help attract new
businesses, create new jobs and wealth for all in the much-maligned area. The idea behind the project is for
everyone in the area to pull together to talk up St Austell and everything it has to offer so it is no longer
maligned and decried but attracts new high-value businesses while enhancing its rich industrial heritage. Every
place has its time and I firmly believe that this can be ours. The plan to reuse former china clay land north of
St Austell to create a sustainable new eco-community with 1, homes, community facilities and approximately
acres of green space, was approved by Cornwall Council last year. More detailed plans , together with a new
school and extensive new community facilities to be delivered from the start of the development, have been
unveiled at a two-day public exhibition prior to being submitted to Cornwall Council planners. An event has
taken place on Friday and Saturday July 27 and 28 at the recently-completed Enterprise Space for Advanced
Manufacturing Esam complex, which is linked to the garden village project and was built on land donated by
developer Eco-Bos and china clay company Imerys. No figure has been revealed for the port sale, which
includes the inner and outer harbour, adjoining beaches, two shops, roads, workshops and historic sailing
ships. It is understood the entrepreneur is keen to transform Charlestown into an even greater tourist
experience. A30 link road Link road from A30 to St Austell town centre has been closed for four months to
undergo a series of repairs Bodmin Road in Trethowel is heavily used by residents from the villages of Roche
and Bugle. It also acts as a route for motorists travelling to and from the A30 dual carriageway. Repair work
along the road started in February and was due to last for six months. Cornwall Council says that repairs are
"essential" to avoid more damage - particularly given that the wall supports the carriageway. Meanwhile its
contractor Cormac filed a pre-planning application for preparation work on the proposed St Austell to A30
Link Road in January. The application is part of the project original feasibility study work. It will be about
four miles long and a wide single-carriageway designed to a 60mph speed limit. This showed the need for the
link road and its benefits, including easing congestion and improving journey times between St Austell and the
A Chairman Mark Duddridge said: According to Chris Wilkes, commercial manager at the jail, the works are
creating up to 80 local construction jobs for companies and workers from Cornwall and the South West.
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Kilgoodh Ust Helford River Cornish: Dowr Mahonyer Understand[ edit ] Cornwall is a duchy. The modern
English name of the duchy is thought come from its old Celtic name, Kernou, meaning "the Horn", referring to
its shape. The Celtic name was latinised to Cornovia or Cornubia. When the Saxons gave the name of Wealas
foreigners to the Britons, they singled out those who lived in Kernou or Cornubia by the name of
Cornu-wealas; their country was thus called Cornuwall or Cornwall. Many street signs are both in Cornish and
English. Some might take offence to being called English, so avoid using the term, considering using "British"
instead. A common term for tourists is emmet, a Cornish dialect word meaning "ant". The correct Cornish
word for ant is actually murrian. Signposts, guides and directions to Porthemmet Beach will direct you out of
the county into Devon. The Cornish have many significant saints. The pre-eminent patron saint is Saint Piran,
whose flag, black with a white cross, is widely regarded as the national emblem of Cornwall and can be seen
all across the duchy. It is flown from private homes and Government and public buildings. Cornwall was a
contributor to the industrial revolution, being famous particularly for its copper and tin-mining. The Cornish
are extremely proud of their history and heritage, which pre-date the arrival of the Romans or Anglo-Saxons in
Britain, and many Cornish people are loyal to their duchy. You may even see some Cornish people wearing
kilts and playing Cornish pipes at cultural and other gatherings. Do not confuse the kilts with Scottish kilts.
Cornwall is recognised as a separate nation by many international organisations, including the EU. One such
popular organisation is Gorsedh Kernow, aimed at promoting Cornish culture and festivals such as the
Gorsedd. Cornwall has a small but developing lesbian and gay community. Flamboyancy in men may rise
some eyebrows or frowns but for the most part is accepted. There is an annual Pride event in Truro. Cornwall
is home to Poldark, a series of historical novels by Winston Graham. By train[ edit ] Regular trains run on the
main line from London Paddington 12 daily to Plymouth , 3 hours, 8 daily all the way through Cornwall to
Penzance , 5 hours Bristol , Birmingham etc. Train from London take about 3 hr 20 min to Plymouth, and 5 hr
30 min to Penzance.
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Tristan and Iseult fall in love, and, with the help of a magic potion, proceed to have one of the stormiest love
affairs in medieval literature. Mark suspects the affair and eventually his suspicions are confirmed. In some
versions, he sends for Tristan to be hanged, and banishes Iseult to a leper colony. Mark eventually forgives
them, with Iseult returning to Mark and Tristan leaving the country. The story is cyclical with Mark suspecting
Tristan and Iseult of adultery and then believing they were innocent. This happened again and again in the
story. King Mark, in the role of husband, is not portrayed as idealistic as other kings in Arthurian literature
who were only portrayed in the role of king and not the personal role of husband. He rapes his niece and then
murders her when she produces his son, Meraugis. He murders his brother Baldwin as well. In earlier versions
of the story, Tristan dies in Brittany , far away from Mark; but in the Prose Tristan, Mark stabs Tristan while
he plays the harp under a tree for Iseult. In these legends, Mark is usually seen as ruling Cornwall from
Tintagel Castle. Tristan spends a year in his own land of South Wales, pining away for Isoude. Eventually
Tristan comes to hear that Mark plans to hold a feast for Pentecost , and that Isoude would be riding through
the forest to attend. He finds the path the queen is most likely to take, and lays on it a hazel stick he stripped
the bark off of and carved his name into. Isoude recognizes the sign and stops her party to rest, sneaking away
with her maid Brangwaine to see Tristan. During this illicit meeting, Isoude helps Tristan to construct a plan to
win back the favor of King Mark, which Tristan resolves to do as soon as the two part. Reeds subsequently
grow from that spot, and the plants are harvested to make into reeds for the oboe or simply make pipes [4].
Menhir, meaning long stone , is a 2. Ousilla is a Latinisation of the Cornish female name Eselt, otherwise
known as Isolde. The disappearance of this third line may be as a result of the stone being moved several
times. Pol de Leon , he refers to a "King Marc whose other name is Quonomorus. However, it is also thought
that Wrmonoc may have made a mistake with his recorded alias. While Arthur and many of his knights are
away taking on the court of the Red Knight , Lancelot is called upon to judge "The Tournament of the Dead
Innocence. Tristram that is, Tristan is the winner of the tournament, winning all of the rubies from the
necklace. Tristram then breaks tradition in presenting the rubies to a woman present, saying instead "This day
my Queen of Beauty is not here. Just as his lips touch her, in an uncharacteristically violent gesture, Mark
makes his appearance, rising up behind Tristram and cleaving him through the brain.
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No record will be kept, and the email address will not be shared with any third party. Fowey Consols Mine,
Cornwall Principal ores: Fowey Consols is located one mile northeast of St. Blazey in Tywardreath parish. It
lies roughly in the middle of a large crecent shaped area of mines bounded by Luxulyan in the northwest, and
St. Austell in the southwest. To the northeast lay Polharmon and ultimately Lostwithiel, whilst to the south lay
Tywardreath and Fowey. It is one of the main mines within the Par Section of the St. Fowey Consols is, as its
name implies, a consolidation of several mines. In an area bounded by Penpillick, Carruggatt and Treesmill,
five separate mines were amlgamated between and This amalgamation of the mines was largely due to the
efforts of one Joseph Thomas Austen. In Joseph Austen inherited the estates of the Treffry family and set in
motion a process of buying up controlling interests in the small mines of the area. He began to develop the
assets, particularly the mineral wealth, understanding that the Luxulyan Valley was a convenient route
between the high ground where he owned land and mineral setts and the coast. He leased the land from the
Kendall family and built a leat, completed in , on the eastern flank of the valley to provide water power to the
mines. He built a new artificial harbour at Par, opened in , a canal up the valley to Ponts Mill and two inclined
plane railways to the mines. In Wheal Hope was added, followed by Lanescot Mine in His entrepreneurial
and business skills eventually making him an important character in Cornish mining circles. As his importance
grew, Austen changed his name by deed poll to Treffry in The lodes were worked from at least 25 shafts
within the enlarged sett. These were from North to South: Details of mine equipment and engines is also quite
well documented. It remained at work until Reports on mines and their workings were not required to be kept
until the mid-nineteenth century so any records of production prior to are at best sketchy and profits made
largely estimates. From to however, it is known that the Fowey Consols produced over , tons of copper ore at
an average grade of 7. Research shows that over 1, people were employed at the mine in and, although this
dropped to below the thousand figure in , Fowey Consols was still a very important employer in the area.
There are two excellent reports on the state of Fowey Consols. Is the parish of Tywardreath. In , these mines,
then called Wheal Treasure, Wheal Fortune, and Wheal Chance, commenced working; and stopped in In ,
they were purchased by J. From August , to the end of , the Fowey Consols Mines returned , tons, 8 cwt. The
value of the stock on the mines, engines, materials, etc. There are six steam engines at work, of altogether
horse power; seventeen water wheels, of horse power; and three hydraulic engines of horse power. There are
five pumps, or engine shafts in course of sinking, the deepest being about fathoms below the adit of 45
fathoms. There are 20 lodes now in course of working, the principal of which run through the sett for nearly
two miles. Purser, Major Davies, R. Manager, Captain Francis Puckey, St. Lords, Richard Kendall, Esq. Depth
of adit, 40 fathoms; depth below, fathoms. All the other mechanical work is performed by waterwheels, driven
by a large stream brought into the sett by the late Mr. There is a man-engine worked by water. Minerals Sold
in The first work towards the development of these mines dates back to At present there is a small loss; but in
a mine of such an extent, and with so many points of operation, a good bunch might be cut any day. It is,
however, generally believed that the Company will not continue to work at a loss, and that the end of the
operations is not far distant. Treffry purchased the mines in In , Lanescot, an adjoining mine, was united to
the other three, and the whole consolidated into Fowey Consols. The undertaking began to prosper greatly ;
from August to the end of , these mines returned , tons 8 cwt. Although these very extensive mines have
produced no profits to the proprietors for the last four years, the system of working them evinces great abilities
in the agency. Fowey Consols - , tons of 7. There is a wealth of information on the mines and miners of
Cornwall available.
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It was built mainly from the local reddish coloured Biscovey slates. The parish of Par was formed out of parts
of St Blazey and Tywardreath parishes in In the churchyard is an inscribed cross shaft removed from the
highroad in This stone is a sepulchral monument to a son of Ullicus erected by Alroron. The design is an
original and subtle adaptation of the Early English style. The chancel, nave and south aisle are well
proportioned and the steeple is placed at the west end of the south aisle. Sedding and built of granite with
Polyphant stone dressings in During the first years of the nineteenth century small scale workings of china
stone , china clay known as kaolinite outside the UK , copper and granite were developed. Par Harbour in the
early 20th century Joseph Austen, born , was an important Fowey businessman; he later changed his name to
Joseph Treffry , and as that name is much better known it is used here. He acquired an interest on many mines
and pits, and he re-opened the dormant Lanescot copper mine on the hill overlooking Par, and developed it
further. With adjacent workings it became the rich and highly productive Fowey Consols mine. Treffry sought
to build a tramway connection to Fowey Harbour from his workings, but was unable to acquire the necessary
land, and instead he decided to develop a harbour at Par. He purchased the ferry and replaced it with a bridge
in , and started improvement of the harbour in ; it was completed in The harbour development led to the
expansion of Par, and the community was detached from the parish of St Blaise later St Blazey in the mid 19th
century. Treffry later built a new tramway up the Luxulyan Valley to Molinnis, and extended it down from
Pontsmill to Par, by-passing the canal; this further developed the importance of Par. This was not achieved in
his lifetime. At the same time, china clay kaolinite became ever more important, and industrialisation of the
extraction and processing work took place. This mineral became the dominant outward traffic at Par, and clay
dries were erected in the vicinity at Par Moors and elsewhere , together with further expansion of the harbour.
The opening of the Cornwall Railway from Plymouth in encouraged further expansion of Par north-eastwards
towards Tywardreath. The boundaries between the three settlements are now somewhat indistinct. By 86, tons
were being handled at Par, but by this time Fowey had a railway connection and handled , tons. This was used
as a navigation aid by shipping until it was demolished in The harbour is operated by the French mineral
extraction company Imerys. Today china clay is piped to the harbour in slurry form; most is dried in large
sheds before exporting either from Par or Fowey, the two being linked by a private road. One berth at Par can
also load clay slurry into coasting vessels. The harbour also has a rail link that is used to carry away dried clay
loaded in rail vans. The closures took effect in This would include a new marina and â€” homes. This opened
in , replacing the canal. This involved the building of Par Viaduct to cross the old tramway. A siding was
opened down to the harbour from the west end of the viaduct on 13 February The Cornwall Railway line was
converted to standard gauge on 21 May , from which time ordinary interworking became possible. It was
upgraded for locomotive operation and extended to form a link throughout to Newquay and Fowey. It
reopened in this form on 1 June ; passenger operation started in The railway line from Par to Fowey closed on
1 July , and was converted to a private haul road linking the two harbours; it is now owned by Imerys. It is the
junction for the Atlantic Coast Line local passenger train service to Newquay. South West Regional
Assembly. Retrieved 23 May Retrieved 26 November
Chapter 9 : Fowey â€“ Wikipedia
Mark of Cornwall (Latin Marcus, Cornish Margh, Welsh March, Breton Marc'h) was a king of Kernow in the early 6th
calendrierdelascience.com is most famous for his appearance in Arthurian legend as the uncle of Tristan and husband
of Iseult, who engage in a secret affair.
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